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Abstract 
 
Group membership is central to social interaction.  Within peer groups, social hierarchies 
and affiliations are matters to which members seriously attend (Corsaro, 2014). Studies 
of peer groups highlight how status is achieved through oppositional actions. This paper 
examines the way in which competition and collaboration in a children’s peer group 
accomplishes status during the production and management of “second stories” (Sacks 
1992). We present analysis of the interaction of young boys in a preparatory year 
playground who are engaged in a single instance of storytelling “rounds”. Analysis 
highlights the pivotal role of members’ contributions, assessments and receipts in a series 
of second stories that enact a simultaneously competitive and collaborative local order. 
 
Keywords: Second stories, assessment, assessable, children’s peer culture, conversation 
analysis, membership categorization analysis, talk-in-interaction. 
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1. Introduction   
	  
Studying children as they engage in activities without adult involvement affords 
opportunities to understand how young children organise and participate in their social 
worlds. Affiliation and opposition are fundamental to children’s peer cultures (Corsaro, 
2014). What is not well understood, however, is how children, to manage peer relations, 
draw upon storytelling as a resource. Focusing on the turns of young boys telling “second 
stories” (Sacks 1992) in a school playground, this paper contributes knowledge about 
how group membership is constituted.  
 
A well known example of such competitive second stories and the influence their varying 
assessment has is the staged comedy sketch, “The four Yorkshiremen” from Monty 
Python Live At the Hollywood Bowl, in which four men recount fictional tales of the 
difficulty of their youth is extract 1. The video recording of this sketch from You Tube1 
ahs been has been transcribed using Jefferson (2004) transcription.	  Please refer to 
Appendix A for an explanation of the symbols used. The transcribed tales are linked as a 
chain of stories. By the time extract 1 begins, the stories have gone from improbable to 
ridiculous:	  
Extract 1 
1.  A:      we used have to get up every morning at six 
2.          o’clock and clean the newspaper, go to work,  
3.          down the mill.  
4.          fourteen hours a day, week in 
5.          week out, for sixpence a week. (0.3) and when  
6.          we got home <our *dad*> would thrash us to  
7.          sleep with his belt. 
8.          (1.7) 
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9.  B:      luxury. 
10.         (1.9) (audience laughter) 
11.         we used to have to get out of the lake at  
12.         three o’clock in the morning,=clean the lake,                              
13.         eat a’ handful o’ hot gravel,=work twenty  
14.         hours a day fer tuppence a month.=and come 
15.         home and dad would beat around the head and 
16.         neck with a bro:ken bottle, if we were LUCKY! 
17.         (2.1) (audience laughter – cheers) 
18. C:      well of course we had it tough. 
19.         hhh. tsk.  
20.         WE used to have get up out of the shoe box 
21.         in the middle of the night, and ↑lick the  
22.         road clean with our tongue. 
23.         (1.4) (laughter) 
24. C:      we had to eat half a handful of <freezing  
25.         cold> gravel,>work twenty four hours a day  
26.         for fourpence every six years,< and when we  
27.         got home (.) our dad (.) would slice us  
28.         in two with a breadknife. 
 
A social commentary on growing-up poverty stricken, this sketch trades on the trope of 
Yorkshiremen recounting stories of “how tough they had it”. To enact their membership 
into the group the men employ a method of comparison in which one would treat each 
member’s prior bid for the “toughest” contribution as not tough by introducing their own 
contribution as tough. In this way they propose that their own upcoming contribution is 
properly fitted to the activity of telling “tough tales of childhood”—marking a relative 
status as “now the toughest”.  
 
Acknowledging the scripted nature of the interaction (extract 1), we make two 
rudimentary observations as a point of departure to our following analysis. First, is the 
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topic continuity in the chain of stories: group members collaborate in the production of 
the scene. Each story follows a thread of topics that feature how tough their life was as a 
child. Collaborations on topic continuity create a local membership and each new 
contribution counts as a display of and a bid for membership in the cohort2 of “tough 
childhood”. 
 
Second, is the work the assessment of each story does to display the competitive way this 
members construct (fictionally) this round of stories. By treating the contribution of the 
prior speaker as one that was “not tough” or “luxury”, each new speaker proposes that 
their own contribution is more worthy of being treated as “tough”. For example, after B’s 
story about eating gravel and working twenty hours a day C interjects with “well of 
course, we had it tough”. C’s focus assesses B’s story as “not tough” and uses “well”-
prefacing to mark the competitive production and project that unlike B’s not-tough 
contribution, C’s contribution will be topically unlike B’s (because C had it tough). As a 
method of creating humour, C proposes that B’s story was not in fact tough as prefatory 
to his own much tougher (and clearly fictitious) contribution.  
 
Extract 1 highlights the way in which group membership is achieved in a collaborative 
and competitive manner. While adults feature in this extract, such membership work is 
not limited to adults. Children similarly employ interactional resources to enact group 
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memberships in their daily social lives. The focus of this paper is the way in which 
children, as storytellers and story recipients, work towards appreciation of a story to 
constitute membership and social status in their peer group. We highlight that both 
having a story to tell, and the newsworthy assessable of the story and the way in which it 
is assessed, constitutes a group membership and social order in a course of second 
stories.3 In this paper, we begin by providing some background of prior empirical 
research on children’s peer groups and the structure of stories in ethnomethodology and 
Conversation Analysis (CA). Next, we examine extracts of video-recordings of young 
children engaged in storytelling in a playground. Fine-grained analysis shows that having 
a story to tell, proposing a newsworthy assessable and working towards an appreciation 
of the story achieve a simultaneously competitive and collaborative local order of 
membership within a peer group. 
 
2. The literature: The social worlds of peer groups 
	  
Being together provides children with opportunities to be social and be socialized 
(Kyratzis 2004). At times, however, children’s socialization is viewed from a 
transformational process, rather than featuring how children’s participation in their peer 
culture actually constitute their peer cultures (Aronsson 2011; Corsaro 1988). Our focus 
on the “interpretive processes” of children’s social actions rather than an individualistic 
understanding of children’s socialization provides an alternate way to comprehend the 
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social worlds of children (Corsaro 2005: 111). In this way, children’s socialization is 
viewed as situated in dynamic “arenas of action” (Hutchby and Moran-Ellis 1998: 10).  
M. H. Goodwin’s study of children’s peer groups extending 30 years has profiled 
children’s storytelling as an available resource. Her (1982) study of the Maple Street 
children showed how describing the process of he-said-she-said storytelling, enabled 
children to manage power and status in their small social circle. Goodwin’s (2006) study 
of girls jumping rope highlighted the way in which comparative and competitive talk was 
used to raise their social status and class.  Their storytelling round excluded children 
from joining in, limited the available topics that could be talked about and used format-
tying to align their talk to particular members of the social group.  
 
Studies of children’s peer groups have detailed the ways in which exclusion is enacted 
and children limit the access and ownership of play spaces of others.  For example, 
Goodwin’s (2002) study of a group of girls in elementary school exposed the explicit 
exclusion of a “tag-along” girl by her peer group, reinforcing ownership of the hierarchy. 
Evaldsson (2007) followed the peer group of pre-adolescent girls and found that 
exclusion of some members was achieved through accusations, denials and moral claims 
of being a friend. In so doing, the girls elevated their own social position in the group. 
Theobald’s (2013) study of a children’s dispute in a preschool playground showed how 
the claims to ideas and objects were used to bid for ownership of games and play spaces. 
These studies have emphasized how children build oppositional stances to elevate their 
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status within their peer group.  
 
The current paper examines the way in which a group of boys use a round of second 
stories to constitute their peer membership in the group in both a competitive and 
collaborative manner. It adds to the research by highlighting the criterial role of 
“assessables” (Mondada 2009: 329) and assessment in the completion of these rounds. 
That is, the boys calibrate, compete, concur or reject bids for relative status (the stories 
themselves) in their pursuit and use of assessments.  
 
2.1 Story structure as accomplishment 
 
Initial investigations of the enactment of stories found a recurring structure to their 
delivery (Labov and Waletzky 1967). Later work by Cuff and Hustler (1982) expanded 
this basic finding proposing an essential structure: story preface, acceptance, story and 
second story, and the second structure including a story invitation, story and assessment. 
Further work has illustrated the way in which storytelling is a jointly accomplished 
activity (see Sacks 1992; Jefferson 1978; Lerner 1992; Goodwin 1990; Ryave 1978).  
Lerner’s (1992) study illustrated the influence the recipient response plays in the joint 
accomplishment of a narrative. In studying the delivery of the same story to different 
audiences, Lerner found that story assistance occurs at every stage of story sequences: 
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Story preface, storytelling and story reception. In particular, Lerner described “story 
consociates” who through emotive features such as laughter, nods, show approval or 
attend to trouble in the story by inserting sequences of the story as co-tellers. Storytellers 
thus orient to assessment by recipients as a core component of the work of storytelling. 
 
2.2. Assessment in storytelling 
	  
Jefferson (1978), on the organization of storytelling, suggests that assessments perform 
important action as exit devices in storytelling. Assessments treat stories as complete and 
display recipients’ analysis and understanding of the story (Jefferson 1978). Assessments 
are thus a critical juncture for storytellers to find out if their contribution has hit the mark 
or fallen short. 
 
Positive or negative assessments indicate how members align with a story topic or 
affiliate with its teller and their social position (Stivers 2013). Bamberg and 
Georgeakopoulos’s (2008) analysis found that during the course of a story, storytellers 
built identity by jointly engaging in the role of teller. Norrick’s (2010) study of 
storytelling found that the context in which a story is told, produced and influenced the 
particular performance of a story when it was retold. These investigations demonstrate 
the influencing factor that local context sequentiality has in understanding how 
personality, affiliation and social status are shaped.  
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Assessment of an “assessable” is conditional in that story recipients must first recognize 
the “assessable”, that is the climaxing factor or the “assessable” item presented 
(Mondada 2009: 329). A problem for storytellers lies, therein, how to present their story 
contribution so that it is recognizable as an “assessable”. This paper investigates the way 
in which storytellers and story recipients seek appreciation and the way in which 
appreciation or assessment builds and constitutes social order and group membership as 
the round of stories progress.  
 
2.3. The affiliative work of second stories  
	  
Routinely, a first story will be followed by one or more second stories.  A second story is 
one that is “told in a series in which later stories are designed to achieve a recognizable 
similarity with the first (or previous) story” (Arminen 2004: 319). Whilst they occur 
sequentially, second or clustered stories (Sacks 1992; Sidnell 2010) have a relationship 
that links them on another level to the action performed by the first story (Ryave 1978). 
That is, second stories are sensitive to what the first story was “doing” in the way 
storytellers’ progress, challenge, replicate or mishear the business done by the first story. 
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Second stories enable members to show affiliation or membership. This connection may 
be a story of the same topic or the same type of structure or formation.  Arminen’s (2004) 
Finnish study of second stories told in alcoholics anonymous meetings found that second 
stories provide story entry points for members and enable members to show affiliation, 
display support and understanding. Alignment in storytelling has to do with recipients 
“supporting the progress of the telling,” whilst affiliation proposes that recipients 
“support the teller’s stance” (Stivers 2008: 32). Stivers (2013: 201) observes that 
“affiliative tokens” in the form of head nods and exclamations such as “great” are routine 
during telling with an endorsement by others at conclusion of the story preferred.  Thus, 
the business of affiliation to second stories provides a window to the production of the 
fabric of a group in the course of a group activity. This paper focuses on the collaborative 
and competitive practices of providing an assessable, gaining an assessment at the 
completion of second stories, and how these practices constitute the local cohort and its 
status order. 
 
3. The study 
	  
Data came from a preparatory year playground of an inner-city school set in south-east 
Queensland, Australia. The preparatory year is the first year of formal schooling for 
children aged four to five years. The paper reports on the video recorded interaction of 
five boys, Jack, Mav, Nathan, Paddy and Tom, engaged in a storytelling session 
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occurring as part of their “free play” in a school playground. All names in the transcript 
are pseudonyms. The study gained ethical approval from the first author’s university 
ethics committee and followed protocols and guidelines regarding low risk human 
research. 
 
The analysis is not presented as a case study in the traditional sense (e.g. Yin 1981). 
While drawing from a single social scene, we are employing multiple instances of one 
practice of action. The relevant point is that we are as much directed to the particulars of 
the case as to the multiple instances of the practice. Specifically we are investigating the 
context-free operation of the competitive and collaborative second story contributions. 
These contributions play out against the context-bound local status order as it evolves 
across the case. Nine extracts taken from an extended sequence are presented.  
 
In order to investigate social order in the course of stories, the methodological 
approaches of conversation analysis (CA) and membership categorization analysis 
(MCA) provide both a theory and a method of analysis for the naturally occurring talk 
captured (Heritage 1984). The research program of CA investigates the methodical 
production of social order as the course of talk-in-interaction (Schegloff 2007). The 
detailed approach of CA allows us to unpack the way in which social structure is 
accomplished in these story rounds. MCA shows how participants use categories to 
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describe themselves and others and how this description is linked with their organisation 
of categories within talk (Sacks 1992). These methodologies were chosen as they enable 
video recordings of interactions to be described, in fine-grained detail, as they unfold and 
within the situation of that moment. The extracts were transcribed following the 
transcription conventions devised by Gail Jefferson (2004) along with the additions 
proposed by Schegloff (2007), with pseudonyms used for the names of the children. Our 
aim is to illustrate the way in which the work of storytellers in pursuing an assessment, 
and the displaying of affect in assessing a story, constitutes the competitive and 
collaborative local order within the group. 
 
4. Seeking appreciations 
	  
Our first example shows how the storytellers use newsworthy assessables to seek 
appreciation.  
4.1. Proposing a newsworthy assessable: Straightforward appreciation 
	  
A clear instance of proposing a newsworthy item is seen in extract 2 as Nathan ends his 
story (line 59) and Mav gains the floor with a second story also about a really bad 
disease. 
Extract 2 
59. N:    and that’s how I: got better 
60. M:    and ↑once? I had this really bad disease,  
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61. M:    something [really bad happen to ↑me,]  
62. N:              [oh I had know what disease.] 
63. M:    .h um. hh. m- I had a swollen ↑thwoat, 
64.       so I couldn’t bwea:ve properly. 
65. J:    °oh man.° 
66. P:    OH NO. 
67. M:    >so it was like this.<  
68.       *.hh hh. .hh hh. .hh hh.* 
69.       =and I had to bweave through my ↑no:se the  
70.       whole ti:me.  
 
After the closing of Nathan’s story at “and that’s how I:  got better” (line 59), Mav 
attaches his story onto Nathan’s as a second story with an “and-prefaced” story proposal 
(line 60). In this way, Mav makes his upcoming contribution a “second story” (Sacks 
1992; Sidnell 2010; Cuff and Hustler 1982; Arminen 2004) by proposing that it is a 
continuation of the interactional business of Nathan’s story with “and” (Nevile 2006). 
Mav quite explicitly displays orientation to the topical focus of Nathan’s first 
contribution (not shown here) as “something really bad happening”.  Mav’s extreme case 
proposal “really bad” (line 61) sets the tone and alerts the story recipients of the 
assessable contribution to come. 
 
Storytellers propose that a story is complete using affective resources of emphasis, 
changed intonation and stretched out delivery (Selting 2010). Using these resources 
storytellers indicate an “assessable” (Mondada 2009: 329). The climaxing element of the 
story “couldn’t bwea:ve properly” (line 64), is delivered in a stretched out manner. In so 
doing, Mav makes apparent the newsworthy item and assessable contribution of his 
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story. Jack and Paddy turns “oh man” and “oh no”, appreciate the emotive contribution 
of Mav’s story, and orient to the business of the storytelling, in other words the “really 
bad thing” that has been proposed. Mav then responds to their assessment expanding his 
contribution adding description, and sound effects, in order to show the way in which his 
breathing was affected (line 67–69). The pause that follows Mav’s expansion allows 
space for further emotive assessment; however with no more responses, Mav continues 
his description.  
 
Extract 2 presented a straightforward assessment as the recipients affiliate with Mav’s 
stance on the troublesome nature of the tale. Mav’s contribution, particularly its stance-
affiliative treatment evidenced by Paddy’s emotive response, adds some social capital to 
Mav’s position in the group and marginally increases Mav’s status at the point of 
assessment. 
 
4.2. Failed bids 
	  
Obtaining appreciation in this encounter is not always straightforward. Extract 3 
illustrates a bid for appreciation that falls short. The first hearing of the story is rejected 
and the recipients also do not take up the revised hearing proposed by the storyteller. The 
extra work by the storyteller exemplifies the work done by members of this group in 
order to obtain a “correct” hearing of their story.  
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Extract 3 
1.  M:    umm. guess what. this is about vomiting too:,= 
2.        =↑O:NCE¿ I started vomiting on our bed.  
3.        and I went into my mother-[ uh-] my ↑da:d¿ 
4.  ?:                              [*oh*] 
5.  M:    and I started vomiting on ↑their ↑bed¿  
6.        and it was in [the <mi:d]dle of the [*ni:ght*.>     
7.  ?:  [°↑ahhh°] (? signals an unrelated speaker not 
talking to the group)               
8.  ?:                                        [stop-  
9.        sto:p(.)putting leaves in[washing up 
          (unrelated talk) 
10. M:                             [an I had to] go to hos- 
11. N:    *yeah a:nd,*= 
12. M:    =>I had to go to< ho:s:>pita::l.< 
13. N:    yeah. 
14.       (0.8) 
15. J:    >did ya get really scared?< 
16. M:    °↑not ↑rea:lly.°  
17  ((untranscribed unrelated talk))  
18        ..... 
19. M:    well(h.) 
20. N:    yeah ↑I need ta tell somethi:ng 
21. M     [hey jack] look- uh [↑look.] 
22  ?     [ahhhhhhhhh] 
23. M                         [I just]  
24.       [got a few bandaids,] 
25. ?     [we’re going down the] waterfall.(unrelated talk)  
26. M:    I just got a few <bandai:ds> on my- on my- 
27.       on my head¿= 
28.       =so i could stop ↑vomiting_ (0.6) ↑so ↑much. 
29.       (1.1) 
30. M:    I just got a few bandaids on my head.  
31.       (4.8) 
32. M:    an it rea:lly hurted. and jack they a:ll- um. 
33.       and jack they a:ll- and jack they a:ll fell off  
34.       at the same time.  
35.       and jack a- a lot of blood was bleeding ↑out,  
36.       (2.4)
38. T:    guys. I’ll tell you what happened  
39.       when I was at the hospital? 
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Clearly a second story, Mav designs his story to be topically relevant to a prior story (not 
shown here), by packaging the story with an explicit reference, using “too” (Theobald, in 
press). Mav analyzes the prior story producing vomiting as a first topic in preference to 
the other contextual background about the story including the spatial components, “on 
our bed.” (line 2) and the temporal occurrence of the story, “in the middle of the night” 
(line 6).  
 
Mav’s narrative (lines 1–12) provides background about the events of the story, where 
and when these events occurred. Nathan treats the story as complete with the stance 
neutral “yeah” (line 13) (Gardner 2001).  Jack instead prompts Mav for a report of Mav’s 
emotional state at the time of the event saying, “ >did ya get really scared?<” (line 15). 
His interrogative, using a positive polar valence, proposes preference for a “yes” 
response (Hayano 2012; Koshik 2002). Jack treats Mav’s reported attendance at hospital 
as proposing some emotive state (Theobald, in press); his interrogative seeks an emotive 
newsworthy item. Mav rejects the proposal that he was really scared but fails to provide 
an alternative upshot for the group to assess.  
 
Following an attempt for the floor from Nathan (line 21), Mav bids for Jack’s attention 
with an address term, designing his turn for a specific recipient (Clayman 2010). Mav 
expands by providing the outstanding upshot, an account of the intervention he received 
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as a result of his vomiting, that he	  “got a few bandaids”. This is repeated (lines 24, 30) 
marking it an assessable item, thereby making assessment relevant. 
 
Mav awaits a response; however, there is silence as the story recipients fail to provide 
one (lines 29, 31). Mav expands his narrative, shifting the main thrust of the story in 
order to provide a more newsworthy contribution.  Mav’s extra work – the repeats after 
the silences, the speaker selection, repetition of “just got a few bandaids” – illustrates the 
social order at play in the business of telling. That is, to gain an assessment of the story, 
with Jack positioned as the member whose assessment is sought.  
 
After 4 seconds of silence at lines 32–35 Mav adds to his story, this time providing 
detailed description of his injury. His turn displays his affective stance marked by 
emphasis, stretched delivery, repetition and change in pitch all proposing an extreme 
physical event. As well “rea:lly”, “a lot” and “a:ll” work to extrematize the event 
reformulating his prior “no problem” version of the story to a “big problem” version. 
Jack continues to be selected as the next speaker and the main recipient of the turn with 
“and jack they all fell off” as well as “and jack a lot of blood was bleeding out” (lines 
33–34). Mav’s expansion is sensitive to Jack’s prior work (line 15) to obtain the upshot 
of the story, shifting the emotive valence of the story in order to match the version 
proposed by Jack. Mav is in pursuit of an appreciation. 
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Across transcript 3 an observable pattern starts to emerge, as initially, Mav presents a 
story by making some assessment or response relevant.  Mav’s efforts to obtain an 
assessment are marked by his repeated attempts and calling of attention to a peer, Jack. 
Jack, however, is left without a clear assessable – a problem to which Mav returns to 
with his later bids (lines 21–35) in order to have his contribution assessed “correctly”.  
 
When Tom takes the floor in his turn in line 38, however, Jack has not responded to 
Mav’s report, leaving assessment of Mav’s contribution absent. Mav’s additional story 
events, the assessable items are delivered with increased emphasis, intonation and change 
in pitch (lines 20 - 36). Such affective displays are recipient designed to gain a response 
(Selting 2010). When Jack, the primary recipient, ignores Mav’s proposal and his 
response is accountably absent (Schegloff 1968), Mav’s status in the local order is not 
publically reinforced. Instead, in the competitive environment of “getting to say 
something”, Tom presents his bid for a turn. Thus, the politics of assessing the story 
contributions can be a fraught business.  
 
The format of the story is continued throughout the next extracts and sets up a locally 
enacted pattern in the storytelling interaction. This pattern includes the preparatory body 
of the story, which then proposes a newsworthy reportable, an assessable, and a final 
appreciation (Labov and Waletzky 1967; Cuff and Hustler 1982; Lerner 1992), that is 
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used and modified by other members of the group as the story round continues. It is the 
participants’ differing enactments of the appreciation of story contributions as a form of 
local status that we next examine.  
 
4.3. Scaffolding newsworthy content: On-topic contributions 
	  
A collaborative group dynamic is evident in the next extract with members supporting 
the storytellers’ activity to build an upshot of the story, and an orientation to the activity 
by story recipients to assess that upshot.	  
Extract 4 
75.       dragon. because there was smoke coming out of it.  
76.       and it was on there like this.  
77. M:    like that °on my nose,°  
78. N:    oh. hoh heh 
79. J:    oh- and my mum can’t even breathe through  
80.       her nose propley. 
81.       (0.5) 
82. P:    why. 
83. J:    cos in <gymnastics,>  
84. N:    I ca:n’t because I’ve got a blocked no:se.  
85. P:    I can. 
86.       (0.5) 
87. P:    only a tiny bit. *.snh* *.sn[h* 
88. J:                                [cos in 
89.       gymnastics, (0.5) she (.) broke (.)<her ↓nose.> 
90. P:    moh- da:h. 
91. N:    so did it come off? 
    (N)   (r hand to nose, moves hand away from nose) 
    (J)   (nods)  
92. N:    Oh o::[::::::::::::::::h,]= 
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On the completion of Mav’s preceding story (line 75-76), Nathan provides receipt tokens 
“oh” and laughter “hoh heh”. Using “oh”, a change of state token, Nathan proposes a 
now relevant remembering of the turn to follow (Heritage 1998). Using an and-preface, 
Jack provides a new contribution that works to append his story onto Mav’s. In 79–80, 
Jack poses a puzzle-pass contribution (Schenkein 1978), providing the climax or 
conclusion of the story without providing the story recipients any narrative details of how 
this came to be. When no story is forthcoming, Paddy asking “why” provides the “pass” 
(Schenkein 1978), giving Jack back the floor to continue with the details of his story 
ending, working to scaffold Jack’s contribution. Jack next reveals the cause of the 
“trouble” as his mum’s broken nose, delivered with pauses leading up to the climax and a 
lowering in pitch for “nose” (line 89). This turn is treated by Paddy as complete, with an 
assessment provided for his turn by Paddy in an exclamation, “moh- da:h”. Nathan 
further scaffolds the story asking if the nose “came off” in line 91, demonstrating 
visually the way in which it might detach, and Jack’s nod of agreement confirms the 
candidate consequence.  Nathan treats the event as troublesome, with his turn 
exaggerated, “Oh o::[::::::::::::::::h,”. 
 
Both Paddy’s and Nathan’s contributions, using interrogatives to extend Jack’s 
contribution, illustrate the joint accomplishment of this group activity. Jack provides a 
half complete contribution (line 79) as evident in Paddy’s request for further details. 
Paddy treats the contribution as a complete assessable. Comparing extract 2, with the 
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“something really bad – not being able to breathe” and extract 4 “Jack’s mum’s nose 
being broken” with extract 3 where, despite going to hospital, Mav isn’t scared, a pattern 
appears. In extracts 2 and 4 tellers provide a readily assessable event that group 
participants can appreciate with relevant responses. Whereas, in extract 3, Mav’s story 
does not provide anything that the group treats as relevantly part of the current activity, 
leaving his contributions hanging short and un-appreciated.  
 
The collaborative work of scaffolding the story through the course of its telling 
highlights the recipients as cohorted group members. Just as a storyteller has an 
obligation to provide a properly formatted assessable contribution for the round of 
stories, so too recipients as members are obliged to assess suitably formatted 
contributions in the right way. Extract 5 illustrates where assessments may go awry.  
	  
4.4. Getting the wrong valence 
	  
The next extract, a continuation of extract 4, highlights the response by one group 
member to another whose response does not fit with the type of assessments that have 
come before.  
Extract 5 
91. N:    so did it come off? 
    (J)   (nods)  
92. N:    Oh o::[::::::::::::::::h,]= 
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93. P:          [mwheh ↑hah ho heh.] 
94. M:    what! what? 
95. N:    and that’s not funny. 
96.       (0.6) 
97. M:    wha:t happened?=I didn’t hear. 
98.       (0.9) 
99. J:    my mum got a broken nose in <gy:mnastics.> 
100.?:    °oh o:h.° 
101.M:    how’d she get it? 
102.J:    awh.  
103.      (0.5) 
104.J:    she was doi:n one of the flying skills, 
105.      and she (0.3) fell.  
 
Paddy breaks into laughter in response to Jack’s acknowledgement that “his mum’s nose 
came off”, treating the incident as “funny” (line 93). This is in contrast to Nathan’s 
overlapping “Oh o::[::::::::::::::::h,]=” (line 92) which orients to the event as troublesome. 
Nathan censures Paddy with “and that’s not funny.” (line 95) with a falling pitch, treating  
Paddy’s laughter as not properly fitted to the assessable in the story. The story is repeated 
as Mav returns to the group, this time orienting to the group-sanctioned treatment of the 
event as a troublesome one. This demonstrates that the business of this activity is not just 
providing an assessable and then getting any reaction – a reaction seen as appropriate to 
the group is necessary. Nathan’s censure also demonstrates a locally enacted form of 
social control as he re-orients Paddy to the group-sanctioned understanding of Jack’s 
contribution.  
 
These extracts demonstrate the organization of the collaborative activity within which the 
boys are engaged. Even when contributions are not constructed as a storytelling, as in 
extracts 4–5, the boys are oriented to the provision of an account from the past, of 
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something “bad happening”, whether it is explicitly constructed as a “bad thing” or 
implied through suggesting that they might “feel scared” or that it is “not funny”. This 
suggests that the boys’ contributions, second stories and question-answer sequences alike 
are oriented to the provision of recounting and reacting to these bad experiences.  
 
5. Collaborative competition 
	  
The occasioned deployment of these items builds up an almost competitive dimension to 
these group contributions, an element of competition that demonstrates the cohesive 
function of the activity for the group as a group. Simmel (1922) wrote of the duality of 
conflict and cohesion in the group. It is exactly this sort of duality that is played out as 
the boys compete for turns at providing their own newsworthy items and work to get 
these items assessed by those group members oriented to having higher status. 
 
5.1. Competing for the floor 
	  
Extract 6 continues the interaction from extract 3, where Jack has been selected as the 
recipient of Mav’s extended contribution that failed to obtain any sort of appreciated 
response. Tom takes up the pause to self-select next turn.  
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Extract 6 
36. M:      and jack a- a lot of blood was bleeding ↑out,  
37.         (2.4)
38. T:      guys. I’ll tell you what happened  
39.         when I was at the hospital? 
40. N:      only tell::- [I-  ] I think I needed to tell  
41. ?:                   [↑ah!] 
42.         something.=after Mav.  
43. N:      um. I once vomited in my, be::d,  
44.         a::nd [I nee 
45. J:            [HEY WHERE DID YOU PUT THE (CLEANER)] 
46. P:      just be quiet.  
47. N:      yeah and um. I need- I telled my mum.  
 
Using an address term, “guys” (line 38), that cohorts the group, proposing that they listen 
to him, Tom follows with a story preface. This preface is a bid to gain the conversational 
floor. Nathan responds to Tom’s story preface rejecting Tom’s bid for a turn by 
providing his own story preface with “only tell::- [I-  ] I think I needed to tell ->   
something.=after [Mav.” (lines 40-42). This turn competes for the right to the next story, 
providing a bid that claims an entitlement based on a turn organizing principle that 
Nathan himself proposes. Nathan’s competition for next story rights orients to the 
privileged role of these stories in this social scene as a vehicle for local status. His 
competition and claims to entitlement to next story orient to the local status order.    
 
Where Nathan is orienting to the local status order, he is not collecting the group as a 
cohort. In subsequent turns, in the course of managing bids for next-story, participants 
collect the storytellers into an “us” in order to manage participation and secure speaking 
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rights. Paddy (extract 7) and Mav (extract 8) collectively call upon the group in the next 
turns. 
 
Extract 7 
136.M:         [well at- 
137.      well [once 
138.J:         [its really slippery.] 
139.P:         [AND, <AND THEN WE>] need to be quiet. um. 
(P)       ((both arms raised)) 
140.      (2.3) 
141.P:    I once falled do:wn. the stai:rs. my stairs.  
	  
Extract 8 
143.M:    oh. and once¿ everybody needs [to be ↑quie:t.] 
144.P:                                  [on my tummy.] 
145.M:    [um o:nce:¿ 
146.P:    [and it really hurt.] 
147.J:    aw that [<bettER’ve>]hurt.= 
148.M:              [o:nce:¿] 
149.M:    =°I was just about to say.° 
150.      once. um.  
151.      (1.7) 
152.M:    I ↑fell ↑down ↑the ↑stairs. 
	  
Extracts 7 and 8 show Paddy and Mav respectively attempting to claim the storytelling 
floor with a ‘cohorting’ method (Butler 2008: 98) saying “everybody/we need(s) to be 
quiet” (lines 139 and 143).  The construction orients to a moral group obligation to defer 
to the upcoming contribution and assume their roles as listeners (rather than continuing 
to compete for the floor). These cohorting methods also employ “we” and “everybody” 
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to collect the co-present participants and the members of an “us” (Butler and Wetherall 
2006: 460-462). Thus, a moral obligation for the group is enacted in the course of using 
the device. In this way, the speaker makes a strong bid for the floor. 
 
Cohorting methods such as those observed here draw directly from the methods 
employed by teachers to collect students together as recipients (rather than noisy 
competing speakers) in the classroom (Butler and Wetherall 2006: 460-462). Butler 
(2008) described the way in which children can enact membership devices like teacher-
student in order to draw on institutional interactional resources tied to those devices—
doing such things as gaining the floor and gaining power and control over play. Children 
deployed these membership devices in a layered manner, discussing in one example the 
way in which students establish a teacher-student classroom device and layer a news-
sharing audience-news teller device on top (Butler 2008:99). The interactional resources 
from both devices are used to organize talk in relation to taking turns, rights to talk and to 
provide feedback and so on.  
 
The membership device that Mav, Paddy, Nathan and Jack are enacting in their 
storytelling activity collects each of them as members of a group.  They each treat the 
predicates enacted as part of the talk as legitimate methods for organizing the storytelling 
activity. Resources such as “everybody” in “everybody needs to be quiet” are used to 
cohort group members as a collective for the purpose of this round of stories. These same 
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resources are used to gain turns at providing storied contributions.  In this way they work 
to enact power on a local interactional level as the boys co-opt the predicates that are 
normatively part of student-teacher talk, for their own playground news-sharing activity, 
layering the membership devices to control the immediate turn allocation. By obtaining a 
turn at providing their own story contribution they are in the position to have that 
contribution positively appreciated. Thus, the use of these devices represents a collective-
competitive duality of group activity.  
	  
5.2. Entitlement to appreciation 
	  
A system of status relationships becomes further apparent as the storytelling progresses.  
Storytellers, when providing their contributions, may select particular group members, 
giving these group members next rights as speakers and making them accountable to next 
assess the contribution as extract 9 demonstrates.4
Extract 9 
180.J:    YEAH my brother did it before.=AND 
181.      [um.] 
182.P:    [and] me. 
183.      (0.5) 
184.J:    and he went- and he went like this.  
185.      (1.5) 
186.J:    it was like a ↑*slippery* slide; 
187.      he din’t go down like mav.  
188.      he had his- he had his legs str↑aight. 
189.      and the- and he went.=↑WEEEEEEE.=he din’t go 
190.      bump. bump bump.=he went- 
191.      (0.8) 
192.P:    I, I: did the same thing like mav.  
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193.N:    unh? 
194.      (1.1) 
195.P:    HEY JACK. I DID THE SAME THING LIKE MA:V. 
	  
Concluding his story, Jack moves down the hill away from the group having 
demonstrated “how his brother went”.  Paddy re-iterates his own “piggyback” assessable 
that he “did the same thing” (lines 192, 195). Paddy’s repetition of the newsworthy item 
in a non-story format works to piggyback onto the details of an earlier story by Mav 
(extract 7 and 8). In this way, Paddy is cast into the same role and events as Mav 
described. Paddy works to obtain the same appreciation by Jack and the other boys that 
Mav obtains. As he upgrades his attempts to obtain an appreciation Paddy selects Jack as 
the next speaker, making accountable his response.  
 
Some members have rights to assess over others (Mondada, 2009: 329). Paddy’s 
orientation to Jack as the one to provide appreciations demonstrates a distinct local social 
order in the group. Paddy is again orienting to a local membership device in which Jack 
is treated as having special rights over others to do assessment or appreciations. Earlier 
(extract 3), Jack is also directly selected by Mav in order to provide an assessment of 
Mav’s contributions, despite the participation of Paddy and Nathan in the scene. In these 
instances one recipient is selected as the “better” source of appreciation, orienting to Jack 
as having a higher status in the group. 
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The competitive features of the activity are further demonstrated in the way some of the 
contributions are introduced. In addition to the teacher-student membership device 
enacted to gain the floor, the boys preface their contributions in ways that project 
information about the upcoming assessable. In extract 10, the members use “well”-
prefacing as a competitive way of managing their contributions. 
 
Extract 10 
122.M:    [It was really] FUN, 
123.P:    and- and e:ven. I- when I falled ONE at my house. 
124.      I falled down-stairs on $my back.$=and it  
125.      ↓rea:lly ↓hu::rt. 
126.      (0.6) 
127.P:    [did- >I- I-<] 
128.N:    [that wouldn”t] [be funny.
129.J:                    [WELL ON <christmas ti:me, 
130.N:    [well- 
131.J:    [well at christmas time. my mum fell down 
132.      the stairs cause of (.) um <santas:> (.) 
133.      ↑u:::h. 
134.      (2.0) 
135.J:    magic dus[t.  
136.M:             [well at- 
137.      well [once 
138.J:         [its really slippery.] 
139.P:         [AND, <AND THEN WE>] need to be quiet. um. 
(P)      ((both arms raised)) 
140.      (2.3) 
141.P:    I once falled do:wn. the stai:rs. my stairs. um. 
142.      about- nearly to the bottom? 
 
Extract 10 picks up with Mav’s providing a self-assessment (122). Paddy next provides a 
contribution that Nathan sanctions as being improperly aligned with the new valence of 
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the storytelling activity (fun things, in line with Mav’s turn). Jack then uses “well”-
prefacing (lines 129 and 131) to project that his upcoming turn is “non-straightforward” 
(Schegloff and Lerner 2009). Topically similar, Jack’s story is a second story to Paddy’s 
story (lines 123–125). Jack’s use of well-prefacing, however, works to project that while 
this is a “second story” and thus has a fitted topical relationship to the first, it is also 
going to be in some way not the same as the first. Paddy’s story had already received a 
sanction for being improperly aligned with Mav’s prior story (which was “really fun”) 
and had not received response or appreciations from the recipients. Similarly, Mav enacts 
the same well-prefacing launching into his own story preface in lines 136–137, 
projecting a competitive element to his contribution.  
 
 “Well” as a marker of the non-straightforwardness of the upcoming contribution is 
similarly evident in extract 1, an excerpt from a clear-cut case of competitive storytelling. 
Such markers highlight the ways in which members compete for their next contributions 
to be “the best”; while at the same time they collaborate in the production of the stories. 
This evidences the dialetic organization of these storytelling events, as on the one hand 
they form a local cohort (Garfinkel 2002: 254) of members, and on the other hand they 
differentially arrange the parties into a moment-by-moment status system, negotiated in 
the achievement, or not, of proper appreciation of a story assessable.  
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6. Concluding discussion 
	  
This paper examined a group of young boys’ production and management of second 
stories to highlight the way in which appreciation (assessments, responses etc.) 
constituted simultaneously competitive and collaborative bids for status in the local order 
of the group. The analysis illustrated that these competitive and collaborative bids were 
achieved in three ways. First, collaboration was achieved with the activity of storytelling 
itself, the continuation of topic and design of gaining a turn.  Second, the design of the 
contributions of members displayed affiliative and competitive stances as storytellers 
worked toward proposing an assessable in their story contributions, increasing in the 
latter stages of the story rounds when they sought the appreciation of particular members.  
Third, the valence of the story recipients’ assessments and receipts of the story shaped 
and reshaped the relative status of parties to the talk, thereby validating or rejecting the 
bids for status.   
 
The round of second stories constituted a form of collaboration as the boys oriented to 
providing a suitable contribution. The similarity of topic identified the boys as a cohort 
who had a story to tell about something “bad” happening. Affiliation to this topic was 
shown in the story recipients’ assessments of and analysis of the prior story. Proposing 
mutual incumbency of a membership device was used to gain the rights to a turn, 
affording the possibility of increased social capital. These membership devices were also 
used to cohort the participants together into a group. Thus, the participants cooperated in 
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the enactment of a group for the purposes of a collaborative storytelling round. 
 
Providing recognizable assessables in order to gain properly valenced assessments was 
the mechanism for member’s competition in the group. Just as these second stories 
collaborated in the production of the round of stories, the local scene, the contributions 
themselves were framed competitively. The storytellers employed floor claiming devices 
(Theobald, in press), prefaces and contrastive marking to highlight their own 
contributions as in competition with the prior storyteller. Each assessable was designed 
to obtain a properly valenced assessment, and when none was forthcoming the 
storytellers worked to obtain one. 
 
The business of the storytelling activity above, however, was not to just contribute a 
story and then receive any reaction. Instead, a reaction correctly valenced to the group’s 
current topic in the round was necessary to validate the bid for status.  The storytellers 
and recipients managed the responses and corrected orientations to the “wrong” 
assessable by either tellers (extract 3) or recipients (extract 5).  In doing so, demonstrated 
that the purpose of this activity was not just to tell stories but to have one’s own 
contribution assessed or “appreciated” as properly newsworthy (extract 5). Comparing 
the boys’ talk with the Yorkshiremen (extract 1), it is evident that members in both 
storytelling scenarios closely managed the contribution of the prior story. The four 
Yorkshiremen each treated the assessable in the prior speaker’s story as not fitted to the 
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current activity as a method of upgrading his own contribution. Similarly, the boys 
enacted their own “well”-prefaced contributions framing their contributions 
competitively. The boys thus proposed that their own upcoming contribution would be 
more fitted to the topic at hand.  
 
This paper explored how status and group membership were oriented to within children’s 
production and management of a storytelling round. We observed a simultaneously 
competitive and collaborative group dynamic with group membership linked to having a 
story to tell, whether the story proposed a properly newsworthy assessable, and noted the 
work of storytellers and story recipients towards appreciation of the story. These 
elements, accomplished on a turn-by-turn process, highlighted the complex politics of a 
children’s peer group.  
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1 Obtained from YouTube http://youtu.be/13JK5kChbRw  
2	  We use cohort in the sense that Garfinkel (2002:46;283) does to refer to the local 
ratified collection of participants assembled for the course of some interaction or course 
of action.	  	  
3 See also Goodwin (1982) on the cohort order of membership enacted as the course of a 
round of he-said-she-said storytelling. 
4	  The embodied action in this instance and example 10 are important contributions to the 
scene; however the analysis has not yielded results that indicate it is central to the 
method of competitive collaboration in these stories. Thus for reasons of space and focus 
the analysis is reserved for elsewhere.	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APPENDIX A 
Transcription Notation 
Conversational data has been transcribed using the system developed by Gail Jefferson 
(2004). The following notational features were used in the transcript. The punctuation 
marks depict the characteristics of speech production, not the conventions of grammar. 
 
did.	   	   a	  full	  stop	  indicates	  a	  stopping	  fall	  in	  tone	  
here,	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  a	  comma	  indicates	  a	  continuing	  intonation	  
hey?	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  a	  question	  mark	  indicates	  a	  rising	  intonation	  
together!	   an	  exclamation	  mark	  indicates	  an	  animated	  tone	  
you	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  underline	  indicates	  emphasis	  
¿	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  an	  inverted	  question	  mark	  indicates	  slightly	  rising	  intonation	  
°hey°       	  quiet	  speech	  
(	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  )	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  the	  talk	  is	  not	  audible	  
(house)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  transcriber’s	  guess	  for	  the	  talk	  
  …          indicates that intervening turns at talk have been omitted 
(0.3)	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  number	  in	  second	  and	  tenths	  of	  a	  second	  indicates	  the	  length	  of	  an	  interval	  
So:::rry	   colon	  represents	  a	  sound	  stretch	  
Dr-­‐dirt	   	   a	  single	  dash	  indicates	  a	  noticeable	  cut	  off	  of	  the	  prior	  word	  or	  sound	  
hhh	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  indicates	  an	  out-­‐breath	  
.hhh	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  a	  dot	  prior	  to	  h	  indicates	  an	  in-­‐breath	  
[hello]	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  brackets	  indicate	  overlapped	  speech	  
<stop	  >	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  speech	  is	  delivered	  slower	  than	  normal	  
>come<	   speech	  is	  delivered	  faster	  than	  normal	  
((angry))	   indicates	  a	  change	  in	  normal	  speech	  production	  and	  nature	  of	  it	  	  
*funny*	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  smiley	  voice	  
	  
